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The Frankfurt School Revisited has 6 ratings and 2 reviews. Michael said: I have to admit this book was a bit of a
disappointment. It is essentially two.

Description This volume is a collection of essays by Richard Wolin, a leading political theorist and intellectual
historian. In those books, he explored the legacy of Martin Heidegger and his impact on some of his most
influential and notable students. Delving further in his next book, Wolin explored the question of why
philosophers and intellectuals have been drawn to antiliberal, antidemocratic fascism. The essays in this book
are focused on European Political Thought particularly with figures associated with the Frankfurt School.
Moving beyond these thinkers and those books, this collection will also include essays on contemporary
political issues such as post-communist revolutions, human rights, global democracy, the revival of
republicanism, and religion and public life. Table of Contents Introduction: The Frankfurt School Revisited
Part 1: The Frankfurt School Revisited 1. Between Proust and the Zohar: The Apotheosis of Negative
Dialectics 3. What is Heideggerian Marxism? On the Unknown Herbert Marcuse 4. The Lion in Winter: Leo
Lowenthal and the Integrity of the Intellectual 6. The Anxiety of Influence 7. The Paradoxes of Mandarin
Humanism Part 2: From the "Death of Man" to Human Rights: Reflections on French Singularity Postscript:
What is Global Democracy? Religion and Public Reason: A Contemporary Debate A Critique of Left
Schmittianism Kant at Ground Zero:
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Its contributions to the study of fascism, cultural studies, philosophy of history, and, more recently, the
burgeoning field of democratic theory have become integral components of contemporary scholarly and public
discourse. We are the distinct beneficiaries of the so-called Third Wave of democratization. This example,
along with others such as Eastern Europe during the s, suggests that hope for incremental political betterment
is hardly a lost cause. Both theoretical currents subscribe to the narrative of modernity as a story of decline. In
the Frankfurt School perspective, modernity signifies the wholesale triumph of instrumental reason: In , he
published The Philosophical Discourse of Modernity in which he articulated his theoretical differences with
the poststructuralists as well as with his Frankfurt School mentors, Horkheimer and Adorno. More recently,
neoliberalism and globalization have placed the postwar welfare state consensus at risk. Nevertheless, I am
convinced that the only way to counteract the depredations of neoliberalism is by extending the logics of
democratization, not regressing behind them. Conceptions of global civil society as well as recent
developments in the realm of humanitarian international law point hopefully in this direction. The appearance
of this book owes much to the unstinting generosity of colleagues, friends, and associates. Without their
support, it is doubtful whether the project would have come to fruition at all. At the Graduate Center of the
City University of New York, President and former Provost William Kelly has created a wonderful working
environment from which I and other faculty members have benefited greatly. In the history program, Josh
Freeman has been an unfailingly understanding and sympathetic department chair. It has been a great pleasure
to work with Rob Tempio, my editor at Routledge. All authors should be so lucky to have an editor like Rob. I
would like to thank my gracious host, Emmanuel Faye, for the wonderful opportunity to teach at Nanterre â€”
a university with a storied political past â€” and for the nonpareil hospitality that he and Gwenola Sigen
lavished upon me throughout my stay. Their material and logistical assistance in completing various writing
projects has been invaluable. The seminar has proved a bountiful source of intellectual stimulation. Most of
the chapters that comprise The Frankfurt School Revisited were presented as invited lectures at various
university or public venues. The majority have remained, until now, unpublished. All have been revised for
this volume â€” some quite substantially. Conceived in the s, Critical Theory aimed at a balanced integration
of philosophy and the social sciences. Yet, to its detriment, it neglected the sphere of reality or concrete
existence in terms of which alone its ideals might become genuinely meaningful or lived. Worse still, their
fetishization of expertise was often antidemocratic and abetted the forces of political technocracy. For a time,
Horkheimer and company tried to keep the flame of interdisciplinary materialism alive. But, given the
challenges and rigors of exile, this political edge became increasingly difficult to sustain. But as the s
progressed, Critical Theory metamorphosed into a school of social philosophy that was deprived of a political
addressee. Its members became radical intellectuals without a following. But the s â€” W. At this point it
seemed that the best one could do was to prevent the worst. Although its themes and concerns might be
destined to fall on deaf ears for the time being, perhaps an unnamed future generation would seize the baton
â€” as indeed happened during the s, when student radicals honed their criticisms of advanced industrial
society with pirate editions of Frankfurt School texts in hand. By the same token, during the s Horkheimer and
company did not go into a holding pattern. Instead, they focused their energies on preserving a level of
theoretical cogency and insight that would, in the years to come, serve as a beacon for a broad stratum of
intellectuals and opinion-leaders. Therein lay its utopian dimension. In certain respects, Lebensphilosophie
served as a necessary counterweight to the predominant scientistic tendencies of the age. Philosophy of life
harbored an ideological dimension that, for anyone concerned with contemporary politics, remained
impossible to ignore. Many of its representatives openly glorified the forces of instinct, blood, and racial
belonging. Moreover, following a precedent set by Plato, philosophers of life generally perceived democracy
as a degenerate form of political rule â€” a form appropriate to the decadent West. Little wonder that many
members of the right-wing Weimar intelligentsia who were influenced by Lebensphilosophie viewed the Nazi
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seizure of power sympathetically. The two co-authored Dialectic of Enlightenment. By the same token, it is
important to realize that Adorno was a relative latecomer to the Institute in its halcyon, prewar period. He had
hoped â€” unrealistically, as it turned out â€” that the political storm unleashed by Nazism might pass quickly.
In the mids, Adorno accepted a fellowship at Oxford University, where he busied himself writing a withering
critique of Husserl, Against Epistemology: In , Horkheimer, faced with financial constraints and health
concerns, summarily dissolved the Institute. This was also the year that the last issue of the Zeitschrift
appeared, under a new title Studies in Philosophy and Social Science and, for the first time, in English.
Institute members Otto Kirchheimer, Leo Lowenthal, Herbert Marcuse, and Franz Neumann sought jobs with
a new intelligence organ, the Organization of Strategic Services OSS , to help the American government
decipher information received from Nazi-dominated Europe and, thereby, to assist in the struggle against
fascism. Horkheimer, for his part, had long contemplated writing a major work on dialectics. In this way the
idea developed of repairing with Adorno to Pacific Palisades, California and finally setting to work on the
dialectics book, whose content was still under discussion. Adorno was philosophically trained, whereas his
Institute cohorts were much more favorably disposed toward the social sciences. Dialectic of Enlightenment is
a peculiar book. It opens with a programmatic discussion of Enlightenment, which states the central thesis:
Enlightenment as Mass Deception. How precisely the various chapters and excurses are meant to relate to one
another is never clearly stated. As such, the book is something of a Rorschach test: Among Frankfurt School
devotees, it continues to enjoy cult status. Were not in fact Nazism and the Enlightenment ideological
opposites? Here, it seems, Adorno borrowed too readily from the lexicon and habitudes of s Kulturkritik: By
the same token, the book represents an abandonment of the methods of immanent criticism in favor of the
Nietzschean practice of total critique. Instead, it has become a mechanism of domination simpliciter. By
accepting a Nietzschean view of reason, Horkheimer and Adorno bid adieu prematurely to the project of
human self-determination. Ever since Socrates, the idea of human freedom was tied to a dialectic of insight
and emancipation. In the modern age, this skein was taken up by Marx and Freud. By denigrating reflexivity
and insight, it risks depriving us of the means of our emancipation. Yet another circumstantial peculiarity of
Dialectic of Enlightenment bears scrutiny. We have already remarked that, as a collection of disparate
philosophical fragments, the work is a torso. But in addition the text in its current form was never meant to
stand alone. Dialectic of Enlightenment was conceived as part one of a projected two-volume study.
Unfortunately, the second part remained unwritten. Although Dialectic of Enlightenment, Part II, was never
written, we do have determinate indications as to its likely content and direction. Horkheimer openly discusses
his ideas for Part II in letters. In addition, many of these notions found their way into his book The Eclipse of
Reason â€” a work that possesses a number similarities with Dialectic of Enlightenment, but which also
contains some crucial differences of emphasis. The opposition animating Eclipse of Reason is one between
subjective and objective reason. Given a pre-established goal or end, it proceeds to determine the most
efficient path of reaching that end. Eclipse of Reason differs from Dialectic of Enlightenment in one
significant respect. Whereas Dialectic of Enlightenment, following Nietzsche, associates reason with
domination, and thus views it in essence as a mechanism of social control, Eclipse of Reason limits this
association to the case of subjective reason alone. Unlike subjective reason, it is capable of normatively
adjudicating among ends: Were humanity to lose sight of this capacity entirely, the result would be unchecked
nihilism â€” the uncontested reign of instrumental reason. In his view, reason had become an expression of
coercion simpliciter. Its contributions remain a touchstone for debates in a broad array of academic disciplines
and public debates. This means that its doctrines and positions must also be regularly exposed to the critical
spirit. Strangely, Walter Benjamin, whose own life was fraught with so many setbacks and hardships, has been
the beneficiary of an uncanny posthumous canonization. As a result of his tragic death fleeing Nazi-dominated
Europe, Benjamin has acquired the persona of the prototypical twentieth-century intellectual martyr. His
oeuvre itself is filled with paradoxes and contradictions. Even today, much of it subsists as unconsummated
fragments â€” above all, his unfinished masterwork, the Passagenwerk or Arcades Project, which has justly
become an object of unending scholarly fascination. How might one go about making sense of a work that, in
many respects, tries to reconcile Marx with spiritualism? Jung, all of whom opted for Nazism during the s.
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Only by carefully pursuing the fault lines and contradictions of his work can we hope to truly do justice to it.
Germany was convulsed with commemorative events. That a former left-wing Jewish exile could become a
central figure in the cultural life of the Federal Republic â€” to the point of meriting his own postage stamp
â€” tells us something important about the expansion of the boundaries of tolerance in postwar German
political culture. Like celebrations and anniversaries in general, the centennial brought out both the worst and
best among the participants. Among the left, there remains considerable resentment that, although Adorno
supported the German SDS up to a point, at a later juncture he became highly critical of its senseless
provocations. Late in life Herbert Marcuse became a type of latter-day Tocqueville: But it is rarely discussed
or acknowledged that, at an earlier point, he had been a disciple of Heidegger. That same year, Marcuse joined
the Frankfurt School. Thereafter, understandably, their paths rarely crossed. Still, their early alliance
represents a fascinating chapter in the history of political ideas â€” a philosophical interlude that reveals much
about the intellectual disposition of both men. To his credit, Marcuse was never one to rest content with
halfmeasures. He possessed deep insight into the failings of advanced industrial society. If the revolutionary
class, whose numbers were shrinking drastically in any event, was essentially content with its lot, who, then,
would make the revolution?
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In works such as Dialectic of Enlightenment and Negative Dialectics , Adorno and Horkheimer theorized that
the phenomenon of mass culture has a political implication, namely that all the many forms of popular culture
are parts of a single culture industry whose purpose is to ensure the continued obedience of the masses to
market interests. The theory[ edit ] The essay is concerned with the production of cultural content in capitalist
societies. It critiques the supply-driven nature of cultural economies as well as the apparently inferior products
of the system. They highlight the presence of mass-produced culture, created and disseminated by exclusive
institutions and consumed by a passive, homogenised audience in both systems. Elements[ edit ] This section
possibly contains original research. Relevant discussion may be found on Talk: Please improve it by verifying
the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be
removed. January This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations
to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. January Learn how and when to
remove this template message Anything made by a person is a materialization of their labour and an
expression of their intentions. There will also be a use value: The exchange value will reflect its utility and the
conditions of the market: Yet, the modern soap operas with their interchangeable plots and formulaic narrative
conventions reflect standardized production techniques and the falling value of a mass-produced cultural
product. Only rarely is a film released that makes a more positive impression on the general discourse and
achieves a higher exchange value, e. Patton , starring George C. Scott as the eponymous American general,
was released at a time of considerable anti-war sentiment. The opening shot is of Patton in front of an
American flag making an impassioned speech. This was a form of dialectic in which the audience could
identify with the patriotism either sincerely the thesis or ironically the antithesis and so set the tone of the
interpretation for the remainder of the film. However, the film is manipulating specific historical events, not
only as entertainment, but also as a form of propaganda by demonstrating a link between success in strategic
resource management situations and specified leadership qualities. Given that the subtext was instrumental
and not "value free", ethical and philosophical considerations arise. Normally, only high art criticizes the
world outside its boundaries, but access to this form of communication is limited to the elite classes where the
risks of introducing social instability are slight. A film like Patton is popular art which intends controversy in a
world of social order and unity which, according to Adorno, is regressing into a cultural blandness. To Hegel,
order is good a priori, i. But, if order is disturbed? In Negative Dialectics, Adorno believed this tended towards
progress by stimulating the possibility of class conflict. But Adorno felt that the culture industry would never
permit a sufficient core of challenging material to emerge on to the market that might disturb the status quo
and stimulate the final communist state to emerge. Mass culture[ edit ] A central point of the Dialectic of
Enlightenment is the topic of "the Enlightenment as the deception of the masses". The term "culture industry"
is intended to refer to the commercial marketing of culture, the branch of industry that deals specifically with
the production of culture that is in contrast to "authentic culture". Horkheimer and Adorno contend that
industrially produced culture robs people of their imagination and takes over their thinking for them. The
culture industry delivers the "goods" so that the people then only have left the task of consuming them.
Through mass production, everything becomes homogenized and whatever diversity remains is constituted of
small trivialities. Psychological drives become stoked to the point where sublimation is no longer possible.
Movies serve as an example. They are shaped to reflect facts of reality as closely as possible. No matter how
unusual they strive to be, the endings are usually easy to predict because of the existence of prior films which
followed the same schemas. Also, for example, erotic depictions become so strong and so pronounced that a
transformation to other forms is no longer possible. All endeavors become focused on economic success.
Authentic culture, however, is not goal-oriented, but is an end in itself. Authentic culture fosters the capacity
of human imagination by presenting suggestions and possibilities, but in a different way than the culture
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industry does since it leaves room for independent thought. Authentic culture does not become channeled into
regurgitating reality but goes levels beyond such. Authentic culture is unique and cannot be forced into any
pre-formed schemas. However, this cannot be said to be culture, or what culture is supposed to be. It can only
be described as being a form of commerce, just like any other kind of commerce. The culture industry
argument is often assumed to be fundamentally pessimistic in nature because its purveyors seem to condemn
"mass media" and their consumers. However, for Adorno, the term "culture industry" does not refer to "mass
culture", or the culture of the masses of people in terms of something being produced by the masses and
conveying the representations of the masses. On the contrary, such involvement of the masses is only
apparent, or a type of seeming democratic participation. Adorno contends that what is actually occurring is a
type of "defrauding of the masses". Horkheimer and Adorno deliberately chose the term "culture industry"
instead of "mass culture" or "mass media". Works of art have become commodified: Beethoven, Mozart and
Wagner are only used in fragmentary forms when included in advertisement. This section needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. August Learn
how and when to remove this template message Wiggershaus Rolf say that the products of mass culture would
not be popular if people did not enjoy them, and that culture is self-determining in its administration. This
would deny Adorno contemporary political significance, arguing that politics in a prosperous society is more
concerned with action than with thought. For instance, Wiggershaus states: Whereas he accepted the classical
Marxist analysis of society showing how one class exercises domination over another, he deviated from Marx
in his failure to use dialectic as a method to propose ways to change. Other critics note that "High culture" too
is not exempt from a role in the justification of capitalism. The establishment and reinforcement of elitism is
seen by these critics as a key element in the role of such genres as opera and ballet.
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This volume is a collection of essays by Richard Wolin, a leading political theorist and intellectual historian. It is the
follow up to Wolin's two recent.

Initially outlined by Max Horkheimer in his Traditional and Critical Theory , critical theory may be defined as
a self-conscious social critique that is aimed at change and emancipation through enlightenment and that does
not cling dogmatically to its own doctrinal assumptions. A certain sort of story a narrative was provided to
explain what was happening in society, but the story concealed as much as it revealed. The Frankfurt theorists
generally assumed that their task was mainly to interpret the areas of society Marx had not dealt with,
especially in the superstructure of society. Drawing upon Max Weber, Horkheimer argued that the social
sciences differ from the natural sciences inasmuch as generalizations cannot be easily made from so-called
experiences because the understanding of a "social" experience itself is always fashioned by ideas that are in
the researchers themselves. The facts which our senses present to us are socially performed in two ways: Both
are not simply natural; they are shaped by human activity, and yet the individual perceives himself as
receptive and passive in the act of perception. Although various theoretical approaches would come close to
breaking out of the ideological constraints that restricted them, such as positivism, pragmatism ,
neo-Kantianism , and phenomenology , Horkheimer argued that they failed because all were subject to a
"logico-mathematical" prejudice that separates theoretical activity from actual life meaning that all these
schools sought to find a logic that always remains true, independently of and without consideration for
ongoing human activities. According to Horkheimer, the appropriate response to this dilemma is the
development of a critical theory. Critical theory defends the primacy of neither matter materialism nor
consciousness idealism , and argues that both epistemologies distort reality to the benefit, eventually, of some
small group. What critical theory attempts to do is to place itself outside of philosophical strictures and the
confines of existing structures. While critical theory must at all times be self-critical, Horkheimer insisted that
a theory is critical only if it is explanatory. Critical theory must, therefore, combine practical and normative
thinking to "explain what is wrong with current social reality, identify actors to change it, and provide clear
norms for criticism and practical goals for the future. Critique of Political Economy. They thus emphasized
that Marx attempted to create a new kind of critical analysis oriented toward the unity of theory and
revolutionary practice rather than a new kind of positive science. Critique, in this Marxian sense, means taking
the ideology of a society for example, the belief in individual freedom or free market capitalism and critiquing
it by comparing it with a posited social reality of that very society for example, social inequality and
exploitation. Frankfurt School theorists grounded this on the dialectical methodology established by Hegel and
Marx. Dialectical method The Institute also attempted to reformulate dialectics as a concrete method. The use
of such a dialectical method can be traced back to the philosophy of Hegel, who conceived dialectic as the
tendency of a notion to pass over into its own negation as the result of conflict between its inherent
contradictory aspects. History may thus be seen as an intelligible process which Hegel referred to as Weltgeist
, which is the moving towards a specific condition â€”the rational realization of human freedom. The study of
history is thus limited to the description of past and present realities. This was fiercely criticized by Marx and
the Young Hegelians , who argued that Hegel had gone too far in defending his abstract conception of
"absolute Reason" and had failed to notice the "real"â€”i. This methodâ€”to know the truth by uncovering the
contradictions in presently predominant ideas and, by extension, in the social relations to which they are
linkedâ€”exposes the underlying struggle between opposing forces. For Marx, it is only by becoming aware of
the dialectic i. Accordingly, critical theory rejected the historicism and materialism of orthodox Marxism.
Contrary to orthodox Marxist praxis , which solely seeks to implement an unchangeable and narrow idea of
"communism" into practice, critical theorists held that praxis and theory, following the dialectical method,
should be interdependent and should mutually influence each other. Frankfurt School theorists would correct
this by arguing that when action fails, then the theory guiding it must be reviewed. In short, socialist
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philosophical thought must be given the ability to criticize itself and "overcome" its own errors. While theory
must inform praxis, praxis must also have a chance to inform theory. Historical context Weberian theory
Comparative historical analysis of Western rationalism in capitalism, the modern state, secular scientific
rationality, culture, and religion; analysis of the forms of domination in general and of modern rational-legal
bureaucratic domination in particular; articulation of the distinctive, hermeneutic method of the social
sciences. Freudian theory Critique of the repressive structure of the " reality principle " of advanced
civilization and of the normal neurosis of everyday life; discovery of the unconscious , primary-process
thinking, and the impact of the Oedipus complex and of anxiety on psychic life; analysis of the psychic bases
of authoritarianism and irrational social behavior. Critique of positivism Critique of positivism as a
philosophy, as a scientific methodology , as a political ideology and as everyday conformity ; rehabilitation of
â€” negative â€” dialectic , return to Hegel; appropriation of critical elements in phenomenology, historicism,
existentialism, critique of their ahistorical, idealist tendencies; critique of logical positivism and pragmatism.
Aesthetic modernism Critique of "false" and reified experience by breaking through its traditional forms and
language; projection of alternative modes of existence and experience; liberation of the unconscious;
consciousness of unique, modern situation; appropriation of Kafka , Proust , Schoenberg , Breton ; critique of
the culture industry and "affirmative" culture; aesthetic utopia. Responding to the intensification of alienation
and irrationality in an advanced capitalist society , critical theory is a comprehensive, ideology-critical,
historically self-reflective body of theory aiming simultaneously to explain domination and point to the
possibilities of bringing about a rational, humane, and free society. Frankfurt School critical theorists
developed numerous theories of the economic, political, cultural, and psychological domination structures of
advanced industrial civilization. The Institute made major contributions in two areas relating to the possibility
of human subjects to be rational, i. The first consisted of social phenomena previously considered in Marxism
as part of the " superstructure " or as ideology: Studies saw a common concern here in the ability of capitalism
to destroy the preconditions of critical, revolutionary political consciousness. This meant arriving at a
sophisticated awareness of the depth dimension in which social oppression sustains itself. Critique of Western
civilization Dialectic of Enlightenment and Minima Moralia The second phase of Frankfurt School critical
theory centres principally on two works: While retaining much of a Marxian analysis, in these works critical
theory shifted its emphasis from the critique of capitalism to a critique of Western civilization as a whole, as
seen in Dialectic of Enlightenment, which uses the Odyssey as a paradigm for their analysis of bourgeois
consciousness. In these works, Horkheimer and Adorno present many themes that have come to dominate the
social thought of recent years; for instance, their exposition of the domination of nature as a central
characteristic of instrumental rationality in Western civilization was made long before ecology and
environmentalism had become popular concerns. The analysis of reason now goes one stage further: The
rationality of Western civilization appears as a fusion of domination and technological rationality, bringing all
of external and internal nature under the power of the human subject. In the process, however, the subject
itself gets swallowed up and no social force analogous to the proletariat can be identified that enables the
subject to emancipate itself. Hence the subtitle of Minima Moralia: The subject still feels sure of its autonomy,
but the nullity demonstrated to subjects by the concentration camp is already overtaking the form of
subjectivity itself. Even dialectical progress is put into doubt: Of this second "phase" of the Frankfurt School,
philosopher and critical theorist Nikolas Kompridis writes that: According to the now canonical view of its
history, Frankfurt School critical theory began in the s as a fairly confident interdisciplinary and materialist
research program, the general aim of which was to connect normative social criticism to the emancipatory
potential latent in concrete historical processes. As a result they got stuck in the irresolvable dilemmas of the
"philosophy of the subject," and the original program was shrunk to a negativistic practice of critique that
eschewed the very normative ideals on which it implicitly depended. He argued that radical art and music may
preserve the truth by capturing the reality of human suffering. What radical music perceives is the
untransfigured suffering of man [ It forbids continuity and development. Musical language is polarized
according to its extreme; towards gestures of shock resembling bodily convulsions on the one hand, and on the
other towards a crystalline standstill of a human being whom anxiety causes to freeze in her tracks [ It is the
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surviving message of despair from the shipwrecked. It has been criticized by those who do not share its
conception of modern society as a false totality that renders obsolete traditional conceptions and images of
beauty and harmony. In particular, Adorno despised jazz and popular music , viewing it as part of the culture
industry , that contributes to the present sustainability of capitalism by rendering it "aesthetically pleasing" and
"agreeable". Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. November Learn how and when to remove this template message With the
growth of advanced industrial society during the Cold War era, critical theorists recognized that the path of
capitalism and history had changed decisively, that the modes of oppression operated differently, and that the
industrial working class no longer remained the determinate negation of capitalism. During this period the
Institute of Social Research resettled in Frankfurt although many of its associates remained in the United
States with the task not merely of continuing its research but of becoming a leading force in the sociological
education and democratization of West Germany. During this period, Frankfurt School critical theory
particularly influenced some segments of the left wing and leftist thought, particularly the New Left. Herbert
Marcuse has occasionally been described as the theorist or intellectual progenitor of the New Left. Their
critique of technology, totality, teleology and occasionally civilization is an influence on anarcho-primitivism.
Their work also heavily influenced intellectual discourse on popular culture and scholarly popular culture
studies. More importantly, however, the Frankfurt School attempted to define the fate of reason in the new
historical period. While Marcuse did so through analysis of structural changes in the labor process under
capitalism and inherent features of the methodology of science , Horkheimer and Adorno concentrated on a
re-examination of the foundation of critical theory. Negative dialectics expresses the idea of critical thought so
conceived that the apparatus of domination cannot co-opt it. Its central notion, long a focal one for
Horkheimer and Adorno, suggests that the original sin of thought lies in its attempt to eliminate all that is
other than thought, the attempt by the subject to devour the object, the striving for identity. This reduction
makes thought the accomplice of domination. Negative dialectics comprises a monument to the end of the
tradition of the individual subject as the locus of criticism. Without a revolutionary working class, the
Frankfurt School had no one to rely on but the individual subject. But, as the liberal capitalist social basis of
the autonomous individual receded into the past, the dialectic based on it became more and more abstract.
Habermas and communicative rationality This section does not cite any sources. November Main article: The
Frankfurt School avoided taking a stand on the precise relationship between the materialist and transcendental
methods, which led to ambiguity in their writings and confusion among their readers. The simultaneously
empirical and transcendental nature of emancipatory knowledge becomes the foundation stone of critical
theory. By locating the conditions of rationality in the social structure of language use, Habermas moves the
locus of rationality from the autonomous subject to subjects in interaction.
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The essays in this book are focused on European Political Thought particularly with figures associated with the Frankfurt
School. The collection represents a virtual who's who of European political thinkers with essays on Walter Benjamin,
Adorno, Marcuse, Arendt, Heidegger, Weber, Jaspers, and Carl Schmitt.

When my daughter picked me up from the airport in Frankfurt, it had been 35 years since I had last been at
that airport. It took a little while to find it. So much had changed, but the flood of memories that washed over
me was overwhelming. The first time I had faced that front door, there was 3 feet of snow on the ground and it
had taken the bus over two hours to get to school from Darmstadt. I was a freshman and totally terrified! The
entry vestibule had couches then and there was an unspoken rule that only Seniors were allowed to hang out
there. At that time there was only students and the school consisted of the main building, the dorms, and the
football field. My freshman year was pretty uneventful, but I tried to fit in with all of the kids from
everywhere imaginable. Me with my socks rolled down and everyone else in bobby socks. I was from
California and thought I was cool until I got there! I remember singing with the Melloteens. And what a blast,
being one of the four very first majorettes to march in the volksfest parade!!! Boy was the local population
suprised! Short skirts and snow.. At least we made all of the German papers! I remember with such sadness
when Rick Oglesby drowned with his friend. Rick was a friend to everyone. And we even had our bomb scare
when one of our more brilliant students called in a bomb threat and we all spent one of our final days at the
theater. I guess it all sounds pretty sentimental, but there is nothing like a brat and nothing like all of the
experiences we share. Did you enjoy this article? Signup today and receive free updates straight in your inbox.
We will never share or sell your email address.
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References and Further Reading 1. The initial idea of an independently founded institute was conceived to
provide for studies on the labor movement and the origins of anti-Semitism, which at the time were being
ignored in German intellectual and academic life. Not long after its inception, the Institute for Social Research
was formally recognized by the Ministry of Education as an entity attached to Goethe University Frankfurt.
While never officially supporting any party, the Institute entertained intensive research exchanges with the
Soviet Union. This particular confrontation led Grossman to leave the Institute. The following sections,
therefore, briefly introduce some of the main research patterns introduced by Fromm and Horkheimer,
respectively. Since the beginning, psychoanalysis in the Frankfurt School was conceived in terms of a
reinterpretation of Freud and Marx. A radical shift though occurred in the late s, when Adorno joined the
School and Fromm decided, for independent reasons, to leave. Such a character was found to have specific
traits such as: As pointed out by Jay: As a number of commentators have pointed out, there is an important
distinction that should be drawn between authoritarianism and totalitarianism [emphasis added]. Wilhelminian
and Nazi Germany, for example, were fundamentally dissimilar in their patterns of obedience. What The
Authoritarian Personality was really studying was the character type of a totalitarian rather than an
authoritarian society. Furthermore, arguing against Cartesian and Kantian philosophy, Horkheimer, by use of
dialectical mediation, attempted to rejoin all dichotomies including the divide between consciousness and
being, theory and practice, fact and value. Differently from Hegelianism or Marxism, dialectics amounted for
Horkheimer to be neither a metaphysical principle nor a historical praxis; it was not intended as a
methodological instrument. In , due to the Nazi takeover, the Institute was temporarily transferred, first to
Geneva and then in to Columbia University, New York. Two years later Horkheimer published the ideological
manifesto of the School in his Traditional and Critical Theory [] where he readdressed some of the previously
introduced topics concerning the practical and critical turn of theory. In , Adorno joined the Institute after
spending some time as an advanced student at Merton College, Oxford. Gradually, Adorno assumed a
prominent intellectual leadership in the School and this led to co-authorship, with Horkheimer, of one of the
milestones works of the School, the publication of Dialectic of Enlightenment in Interestingly, and not
surprisingly, one of the major topics of study was Nazism. This led to two different approaches in the School.
One marshaled by Neumann, Gurland and Kirchheimer and oriented mainly to the analysis of legal and
political issues by consideration of economic substructures; the other, instead, guided by Horkheimer and
focusing on the notion of psychological irrationalism as a source of obedience and domination see Jay , p. He
built himself a bungalow near other German intellectuals, among whom were Bertold Brecht and Thomas
Mann as well as with other people interested in working for the film industry Wiggershaus , p. Only Benjamin
refused to leave Europe and in , while attempting to cross the border between France and Spain at Port Bou,
committed suicide. Theses on the Philosophy of History. The division of the School into two different
premises, New York and California, was paralleled by the development of two autonomous research programs
led, on the one hand, by Pollock and, on the other hand, by Horkheimer and Adorno. Pollock directed his
research to study anti-Semitism. This research line culminated into an international conference organized in as
well as a four-volume work titled Studies in Anti-Semitism; Horkheimer and Adorno, instead, developed
studies on the reinterpretation of the Hegelian notion of dialectics as well as engaged into the study of
anti-Semitic tendencies. The most relevant publication in this respect by the two was The Authoritarian
Personality or Studies in Prejudice. After this period, only few devoted supporters remained faithful to the
project of the School. In , however, the Institute was officially invited to join Goethe University Frankfurt.
Upon return to West Germany, Horkheimer presented his inaugural speech for the reopening of the institute on
14 November One week later he inaugurated the academic year as a new Rector of the University. Yet, what
was once a lively intellectual community became soon a small team of very busy people. Horkheimer was
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involved in the administration of the university, whereas Adorno was constantly occupied with different
projects and teaching duties. In addition, in order to keep US citizenship, Adorno had to go back to California
where he earned his living by conducting qualitative research analysis. Marcuse remained in the United States
and was offered a full position at Brandeis University. Adorno returned to Germany in August and was soon
involved again in empirical research, combining quantitative and qualitative methods in the analysis of
industrial relations for the Mannesmann Company. In , he took over Horkheimer position as director of the
Institute for Social Research, and on 1 July he was appointed full professor in philosophy and sociology. Some
of his significant works in this area included Philosophy of Modern Music and later Vers une Musique
Informelle. These events marked the precise intellectual phase of maturity reached at that time by the
Frankfurt School. While Marcuse, quite ostensibly, sponsored the student upheavals, Adorno maintained a
much moderate and skeptical profile. He was soon involved in an empirical study titled Students and Politics.
The text, though, was rejected by Horkheimer and it did not come out, as it should have, in the series of the
Frankfurt Contributions to Sociology. Only later, in , it appeared in the series Sociological Texts see
Wiggershaus , p. Habermas obtained his Habilitation under the supervision of Abendroth at Marburg, where
he addressed the topic of the bourgeois formation of public sphere. This study was published by Habermas in
under the title of The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, just before he handed in his Habilitation.
With the support of Gadamer he was, then, appointed professor at Heidelberg. Besides his achievements, both
in academia and as an activist, the young Habermas contributed towards the construction of a critical
self-awareness of the socialist student groups around the country the so-called SDS, Sozialistischer Deutscher
Studentenbund. Discussions of the notion of emancipation had been at the center of the Frankfurt School
political debate since the beginning. The concept of emancipation Befreiung in German , covers indeed a wide
semantic spectrum. The notion spans, therefore, from a sense related to action-transformation to include also
revolutionary action. He returned there only in after having completed The Theory of Communicative Action.
The assumption was that language itself embedded a normative force capable of realizing action co-ordination
within society. Social action whose coordination-function relies on the same pragmatic presuppositions was
seen as connected to a justification discourse based on the satisfaction of specific validity-claims. Habermas
described discourse theory as relying on three types of validity-claims raised by communicative action. He
claimed that it was only when the conditions of truth, rightness and sincerity were raised by speech-acts that
social coordination could be obtained. As noticed in the opening sections, differently from the first generation
of Frankfurt School intellectuals, Habermas contributed greatly to bridging the continental and analytical
traditions, integrating aspects belonging to American Pragmatism, Anthropology and Semiotics with Marxism
and Critical Social Theory. This inaugurated a new phase of research in Critical Theory. Honneth, indeed,
revisited the Hegelian notion of recognition Anerkennung in terms of a new prolific paradigm in social and
political enquiry. Honneth began his collaboration with Habermas in , when he was hired as an assistant
professor. The Moral Grammar of Social Conflicts []. This work represents a mature expansion of what was
partially addressed in his dissertation, a work published under the title of Critique of Power: Stages of
Reflection of a Critical Social Theory []. One of the core themes addressed by Honneth consisted in the claim
that, contrary to what Critical Theory initially emphasized, more attention should have been paid to the notion
of conflict in society and among societal groups. Conflict represents the internal movement of historical
advancement and human emancipation, falling therefore within the core theme of critical social theory. This
fight represents a subjective negative experience of dominationâ€”a form of domination attached to
misrecognitions. To come to terms with negations of subjective forms of self-realization means to be able to
transform social reality. Normatively, though, acts of social struggle activated by forms of misrecognition
point to the role that recognition plays as a crucial criterion for grounding intersubjectivity. Honneth
inaugurated a new research phase in Critical Theory. Indeed, his communitarian turn has been paralleled by
the work of some of his fellow scholars. Brunkhorst, for instance, in his Solidarity: From Civic Friendship to a
Global Legal Community [] , canvasses a line of thought springing from the French Revolution of to
contemporary times: By the use of historical conceptual reconstruction and normative speculation, Brunkhorst
presented the pathologies of the contemporary globalized world and the function that solidarity would play.
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The confrontation with American debate, initiated systematically by the work of Habermas, became soon an
obsolete issue in the third generation of critical theoristsâ€”not only because the group was truly international,
merging European and American scholars. The work of Forst testifies, indeed, of the synthesis between
analytical methodological rigor and classical themes of the Frankfurt School. What is Critical Theory? A
primary broad distinction that Horkheimer drew was that of the difference in method between social theories,
scientific theories and critical social theories. While the first two categories had been treated as instances of
traditional theories, the latter connoted the methodology the Frankfurt School adopted. Traditional theory,
whether deductive or analytical, has always focused on coherency and on the strict distinction between theory
and praxis. Along Cartesian lines, knowledge has been treated as grounded upon self-evident propositions or,
at least, upon propositions based on self-evident truths. Accordingly, traditional theory has proceeded to
explain facts by application of universal laws, that is, by subsumption of a particular to a universal in order to
either confirm or disconfirm this. A verificationist procedure of this kind was what positivism considered to be
the best explicatory account for the notion of praxis in scientific investigation. If one were to defend the view
according to which scientific truths should pass the test of empirical confirmation, then one would commit
oneself to the idea of an objective world. Knowledge would be simply a mirror of reality. This view is firmly
rejected by critical theorists. This implies that the condition of truth and falsehood presupposes an objective
structure of the world. Horkheimer and his followers rejected the notion of objectivity in knowledge by
pointing, among other things, to the fact that the object of knowledge is itself embedded into a historical and
social process: If traditional theory is evaluated by considering its practical implications, then no practical
consequences can be actually inferred. Indeed, the finality of knowledge as a mirror of reality is mainly a
theoretically-oriented tool aimed at separating knowledge from action, speculation from social transformative
enterprise. In the light of such finalities, knowledge becomes social criticism and the latter translates itself into
social action, that is, into the transformation of reality. Critical Theory, indeed, has expanded Marxian
criticisms of capitalist society by formulating patterns of social emancipatory strategies. Whereas Hegel found
that Rationality had finally come to terms with Reality with the birth of the modern nation state which in his
eyes was the Prussian state , Marx insisted on the necessity of reading the development of rationality through
history in terms of a class struggle. The final stage of this struggle would have seen the political and economic
empowerment of the proletariat. On the contrary, Critical Theory analyses were oriented to the understanding
of society and pointed rather to the necessity of establishing open systems based on immanent forms of social
criticism. The starting point was the Marxian view on the relation between a system of production paralleled
by a system of beliefs. Ideology, which according to Marx was totally explicable through an underlying
system of production, for critical theorists had to be analyzed in its own respect and as a non-economically
reducible form of expression of human rationality. Such a revision of Marxian categories became extremely
crucial, then, in the reinterpretation of the notion of dialectics for the analysis of capitalism. Dialectics, as a
method of social criticism, was interpreted as following from the contradictory nature of capitalism as a
system of exploitation.
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